RapidIdentity Lifecycle

Creating and supporting thousands of student, teacher, staff, and even parent user accounts is not practical or manageable with scripts and manual processes, especially with high volume turnover and frequent changes. RapidIdentity Lifecycle automates the full identity lifecycle for all users, while empowering them to manage their own accounts and passwords according to policy.

With RapidIdentity Lifecycle, user account creation, location mapping, attribute updates, organizational unit moves, group memberships, and user account renames, disables and deletions can all be automated. This closes security gaps in identity and access controls and encourages everyone to do their best work in a safe, secure, and user-friendly environment.

**Keep Students Safe**

As digital learning increases, so does the target on education for malicious actors to attack. RapidIdentity Lifecycle protects student data and mitigates the risk of a data breach by actively managing each application or service containing sensitive data, as well as closing security gaps with automatic deprovisioning.

**Eliminate Repetitive Manual Processes**

Automate account creation, changes, and deletion—at scale, seamlessly keeping Active Directory and down-stream systems accurate and up-to-date. RapidIdentity Lifecycle removes the burden of manually managing group access and streamlines identity management for users with multiple affiliations.

**Ensure Day-One Access**

Provide your full educational ecosystem—students, faculty, parents, staff, contactors, applicants, vendors, subs, and other external users who don't exist in your authoritative system—with automated access to appropriate resources on day one, and throughout their lifecycle as users change roles, classes, or campuses.
RapidIdentity Lifecycle is designed to address the unique needs of your academic institution with features including:

**AUTOMATED PROVISIONING AND DEPROVISIONING**
Fully automate the process of identity creation and ensure user accounts are fully managed from cradle to grave.

**SPONSORSHIP FOR THIRD-PARTY POPULATIONS**
Provide the same level of identity lifecycle management for contractors, partners, and other external users who don’t exist in your authoritative system.

**GRANULAR GROUP MANAGEMENT**
Remove the burden of manually managing group access with support for static and dynamic group assignments, inclusions and exclusions filtering, and nested group memberships.

**DELEGATED ADMINISTRATION AND END-USER SELF-SERVICE**
Enable students to reset their own passwords and educators to unlock accounts and reset passwords, right from the classroom.

**DYNAMIC ROLE MANAGEMENT**
Automatically place users in the correct groups and distribution lists, using role- and attribute-based provisioning policies to add and remove access rights.

**ENTERPRISE-READY INTEGRATIONS**
Connect authoritative source and target systems (on-premises and cloud-based) with pre- or custom-built connectors using our SDK. Integration options: Text/Flat File (csv, xml), LDAP (AD, OpenLDAP, Open Directory, eDirectory, etc.), Database (via JDBC), Web Services (SOAP/REST), Command Line Interface (CLI).